NTPS ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

INFORMATION SHEET
MARINE PILOTS - INFORMATION SHEET 1/2014
OFFER FOR A NEW ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
This information sheet outlines the terms of the Commissioner for Public Employment’s
“without prejudice” offer which was made on 29 April 2014 to the Australian Maritime
Officers’ Union (AMOU), for a new enterprise agreement to replace the Darwin Port
Corporation Marine Pilots’ 2011 – 2014 Enterprise Agreement, which is due to expire on 30
June 2014.
To address the rising budget deficit, the Northern Territory Government has had to
implement a tighter fiscal strategy to bring expenditure under control. This strategy is
reflected in the Budget handed down in May last year.
In response to current financial pressures, the Northern Territory Government approved the
Northern Territory Public Sector Wages Policy 2013 - 2016 (the Wages Policy). The
objectives of the Wages Policy include:
•
•

ensuring costs arising from bargaining outcomes are kept within the Government’s
fiscal parameters; and
delivering increased efficiency, effectiveness, savings, service outcomes and
workplace reform across agencies (efficiency measures).

Of particular note is that the total overall cost of an agreement outcome (including the cost of
salary and allowances, salary restructuring, changes to conditions etc.) is capped at 3 per
cent per annum and is subject to efficiency measures being achieved.
New agreements will not be able to contain provisions that restrict the government’s capacity
to allocate financial, capital or human resources according to its policy priorities, or to restrict
the powers and functions of the Commissioner for Public Employment and Chief Executive
Officers (CEOs) under applicable legislation.
This offer has been developed in accordance with the Wages Policy, and in consideration of
matters raised by the AMOU during bargaining. It is considered to be fair and reasonable,
taking into account the current budgetary environment locally and nationally, forecasted CPI
over the relevant period, and improvements made to conditions in previous bargaining.
The terms of this offer comprise a total package of improvements and changes to terms and
conditions of employment. The salary offer is dependent on the achievement of the
proposed efficiencies and if these cannot be achieved the Commissioner for Public
Employment reserves the right to vary the salary component accordingly.

Enterprise Agreement
The new agreement to be in the form of an enterprise agreement made under the Fair Work
Act 2009.
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Duration
The new agreement to have a four year term expiring 12 months after the final salary
increase paid under the agreement which will provide employees with stability in terms and
conditions for the next four years.

Salary Quantum
Subject to the achievement of the efficiency measures in this offer and the approval of the
agreement by the Fair Work Commission:
•

An initial salary increase of 3% to be paid effective from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the parties reach final agreement on all matters, or
from 1 July 2014, whichever is the later; and

•

Salary increases of 3% per annum for the following three years after the initial salary
increase, to be paid at 12 monthly intervals.

Salary increases under the new agreement will not apply to employees who cease
employment with the NTPS prior to approval of the agreement by Fair Work Commission.

Superannuation Guarantee
Current Commonwealth legislation provides progressive increases to the Superannuation
Guarantee (SG) charge from 1 July 2013, from the current level of 9.25 per cent to 12 per
cent by 1 July 2019. SG is the compulsory system of superannuation support for eligible
employees, paid for by employers. The increases apply to eligible NTPS employees not
already receiving the minimum SG amount through membership of a defined benefit scheme.
Some employers, including public sector employers, have opted to off-set the cost of future
superannuation contribution increases against wage increases. The Northern Territory
Government has decided not to offset the salary offers against increases in the SG during
the term of the agreement. This means that the SG increases will be paid in addition to the
annual 3 per cent wage increases, rather than being included as part of the annual wage
increases on offer.
The current schedule of increases to Superannuation Guarantee over the proposed period of
the Agreement is as follows:
Period
1 July 2014 – 30 June 2015

Super guarantee rate (charge percentage)

1 July 2015 – 30 June 2016

10.00%

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017

10.50%

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

11.00%
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Classification Proposal
In response to issues raised by the AMOU during bargaining, to allow a more dynamic
approach for Marine Pilots operating in a multi berth Port, a proposal to discuss a restructure
of the current Marine Pilots’ classification structure was made.
The proposed structure and matrix progression requirements would provide an option for
licences for specific berths and larger vessels to be obtained in shorter timeframes.
Experienced Marine Pilots could then achieve progression to higher salaries aligned with the
licences issued.

Common NTPS Conditions of Employment
To retain a common core of NTPS conditions of employment, and in keeping with recent
practice where the Darwin Port Corporation Marine Pilots’ Enterprise Agreement refers to
provisions under the NTPS ‘General’ Enterprise Agreement, it was proposed to include and
update relevant clauses to continue with these arrangements.

Efficiencies
Master Class 1 Qualification
In accordance with the Darwin Port Corporation Act, the Harbourmaster prescribes the
technical and safety standards for pilotage in relation the Port.
The qualification
requirements are prescribed in Technical and Safety Standards for Pilotage and the
Provision of Pilotage Services for the Port of Darwin.
It is proposed to remove the Master Class 1 qualification requirement from the agreement.
This will enable the Harbourmaster to review and prescribe minimum qualification
requirements to enable DPC to recruit and attract suitable candidates for Marine Pilots in the
prevailing market.
Time Off In Lieu (TOIL) arrangements
The current provision provides that a pilot who attends work on a rostered day off to provide
pilotage services, or attend a Port emergency, is credited with a whole day off in lieu. The
pilot may only need to work for as little as two hours to trigger this entitlement.
To assist in minimising the impact on pilotage service delivery, it is proposed to align this
entitlement with clause 27.12 of the current Marine Pilots’ agreement, and other NTPS TOIL
arrangements, where the entitlement is on an ‘hour for hour’ basis.
Contract of Employment (fixed period employment)
To align the provisions with the NTPS General agreement it is proposed to remove clause 28
Contract of Employment provisions which prevent fixed period employees having their
services terminated due to insufficient work, as the PSEMA provisions provide for these
arrangements. It is further proposed that the remaining provisions of the clause are not
required in the agreement. No current employee is affected by this amendment.
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Drafting of the New Agreement
The agreement’s provisions have generally operated well during the term of the agreement.
However, there are some remnants of policy and procedure that could be better placed in
PSEMA instruments or general policy which would provide the parties the ability to address
process matters through consultation during the term of the agreement. There are also
some conditions whose application could be improved through clarification of the provisions.
Therefore it is proposed to:
•
•

•

review the current agreement and remove matters better dealt with through policy
and procedure and place under PSEMA or general policy;
remove references to other legislation which are better dealt with specifically under
that legislation and inclusion in the agreement is unnecessary when the other
legislation provides for the entitlement or provision, e.g. the reference to Anti
Discrimination provisions; and
review and/or amend provisions where possible to improve performance and
administration.

Furthermore, it is also necessary to consider the following factors when drafting a new
agreement:
•
•

•
•

the NTPS Wages Policy 2013-2016;
compliance with the Fair Work Act 2009 (the Act), and recent amendments that
became effective from 1 January 2014. This will include, but not be limited to, the
adoption of the Act’s model clause for the Management of Change and Consultation
provisions, which will provide for consultation with employees on changes to their
regular rosters and ordinary hours;
consistency in common provisions across NTPS Agreements for core conditions (i.e.
leave provisions etc); and
retention of current relevant provisions.
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